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Trusted Professional
10 years professional speaking experience across
multiple countries, industries and cultures

Depth of Knowledge

Why Do
Organisations
Choose AJ?

Published nine business guides featuring insights,
stories and case-studies from organisations
around the world

Tailored Experience
Indepth interviews with key stakeholders
conducted before events ensure content
delivered is highly relevant and fully customised to
your organisation.

"AJ is my favourite person to work with. His
preparation is meticulous and he truly cares
about the quality of his interactions and
relationships. AJ is very passionate about
delivering the best he possibly can."
- Lucia Gerrie, State Manager ACS

AJ Kulatunga is an award-winning
Business Strategist and Global Keynote
Speaker who helps companies adapt,
innovate and lead to thrive.
AJ delivers presentations and programs that
reshape the way we think about innovation,
creativity and entrepreneurship at work. His
unique methods ("The AJ Effect"), help to reduce
resistance to change, reframe negativity into
opportunity and activate human potential to
succeed during uncertainty.
With 20 years of experience in business and
technology, including running his own
consulting firm, AJ has published nine business
guides, hosted two podcasts, and his training
courses have educated over 34,000
professionals world wide. AJ has also been
featured by The CEO Magazine, CNN,
Information Age and LMD Magazine.
When he's not on stage, AJ enjoys playing guitar,
Formula 1 and 4WDriving (Off-Roading).

Meet AJ Kulatunga

"Terrific! AJ got our people thinking innovation
is not as difficult as what you might think."
- Thales Aerospace Engineering

"Amazing presentation with
relevant ideas and incredible
story telling! Our people were
captivated throughout. 4.9/5 "
- Dialog Axiata

"WOW! What incredible energy!"
- Australian Human Resources Institute

"Brilliant, an absolute inspiration to our
audience. Using his adventures, stories &
challenges in business & life, AJ
motivated our attendees to think
differently about uncertainty."
-Ballarat Business Women

"9.25 satisfaction rating, the highest
we’ve ever had at an ACS event"
- Australian Computer Society

Psychology + Methodology + Energy = "The AJ Effect"

"Over time the competitive
advantage in business has evolved
from efficiency to technology.
Today it's about human connection."
- AJ Kulatunga
AJ's key message, "Make Tomorrow Better Than
Today" appears throughout his presentations and
programs. It’s the perfect theme to complement
any event agenda and provides a boost of
inspiration for organisations undergoing
transformation, or businesses feeling the pains of
rapid change and uncertainty.
His "Heart Centered Innovation" methodology
then provides a framework that audiences can
use back at work to address business challenges
by creating better human experiences. This
approach of psychology with methodology
creates a sense of agency that helps accelerate
change by removing resistance.

All of AJ's presentations and programs appeal to
global audiences and are fully customised to
address client priorities, goals and challenges.

Accelerate Change & Innovation

AJ runs a variety of
education and training
solutions ranging from
presentations to individual
coaching.
With limited time we can organise a
Lunch & Learn, TED-Style or Interactive
Presentation. With more time we can go
deeper to increase capability with
Workshops and Coaching.
We can also create customised content
to include in your internal learning
management systems for on-going
support towards transformative
behaviours.
Talk to us about your requirements and
we can configure a package of options to
suit your circumstances.

Presentation & Program Options

Watch AJ Speak

The Results
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The Challenge

Engineering X usually gets
fantastic results with its internal
hackathon, however this year
everyone was busy working on
existing projects, so only one
potential idea was put forward.

The Brief

Engineering X needed a way to
shift thinking and boost energy
within the teams so they could find
their creativity and bring more
ideas forward for the hackathon.
Due to the current project
workload, time was limited, so the
solution would have to fit in
amongst existing work priorities.

The Solution

Using rapid-learning techniques,
the presentation started with an
interactive game, designed to
diagnose the creativity of the
participants.
Working with that information, AJ
adapted the rest of the
presentation in real-time to ensure
the audience was fully engaged
throughout the session. Closing
with AJ's "One-Inch-Punch"
demonstration highlighted just
how far an organisation can go
when people work together as one.

After AJ's session, this year's
hackathon topped all previous
records. Organisers received 13
new project ideas and nine of
these resulted in such high-quality
solutions that they were adopted
by Senior Leaders and deployed
within the business to address
internal challenges.
The increased level of pride in both
employees and leaders after AJ's
session and the subsequently
successful hackathon, supported
the internal "One Company values
perfectly.

"Our Most Successful
Hackathon Ever!"

Engineering X
Case Study

Working with AJ is a simple process.
Email speaker@ajkulatunga.com to
organise a chat with AJ.
From there, AJ will work with you to understand
your objectives and challenges, and co-create a
proposal that supports your business case.
Once approved, the fun stuff begins.
If you have a desire to create an environment where
people show up inspired, focused and ready to perform
at their best, get in touch and experience "The AJ Effect"
for yourself.

Work with AJ

